
From the DRAFT Backcountry and Wilderness
Management Plan. Look for the final Plan summer
of 1999.

Allowed Without Permit:

Replacement of existing fixed anchors and bolts
using natural colored hardware throughout the
park

By Permit Only:

New bolted routes in the Wilderness Zone (see
map inside): request for permits submitted to
Climbing Committee for referral to Superintendent
for final approval.

New bolted routes in Non-Wilderness Zones for an
interim period of one year from the time of Plan
approval.

REGULATIONS:

Pets must be on a leash at all times and are not
allowed more than 100 yards from the road.

Do not feed the coyotes.

Bicycles are considered vehicles; ride only on roads
legally open to motorized traffic.

Do not climb within 50 feet of Native American rock
art.

Camping is limited to two weeks in all campgrounds
In the park (Oct. 1 to May 31). Maximum 2 cars, 2
tents, 6 people per site.

Climbers may not begin or end a climb In an
occupited campsite without the occupant's
permission.

Park cars in designated parking areas, never off the
roadway on vegetation.

Commercial climbing instruction or filming requires a
commercial use license which is available at park
headquarters.

WARNING: The National Park Service does not
maintain routes or anchors. All fixed protection found
in place should be considered potentially unsafe.
Use of existing bolts is not recommended.

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Park Dispatch (909) 383-5651
(24 Hours — call collect)

or call 911

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Joshua Tree National Park

74485 National Park Drive

Twentynine Palms, CA 92277

(760) 367-5500
www.nps.gov/jotr/
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For the past thirty years rock climbers from
Mozambique to Monterey have visited Joshua
Tree for the hundreds of giant monzonite
monoliths. Rock climbers have long benefited

from an intimate relationship with the parks
topography. They have established thousands of rock
climbs in the park, many of them making innovative
advancements in the style of free climbing. In the late
seventies free climbing was quickly becoming the most
popular style of ascent. Free climbers distained points
of aid. They chose to use ropes and hardware only as a
safety net and never to aid them with their ascent.
Unencumbered by technology, the rock climber was
free to grab hold of the stone, paste feet onto holds and
swiftly scale to the summits. The free climbing style
encouraged swift ascents with a minimalist's approach
to fixing gear, such as bolts and pitons. Free climbing
further evolved into clean climbing. A puritanical
cousin of free climbing, clean climbing encourages the
placement of little or no fixed gear in favor of
temporary protection which can be removed from the
rock after every climb.




